Abstract. Probabilistic finite-state string transducers (FSTs) are extremely popular in natural language processing, due to powerful generic methods for applying, composing, and learning them. Unfortunately, FSTs are not a good fit for much of the current work on probabilistic modeling for machine translation, summarization, paraphrasing, and language modeling. These methods operate directly on trees, rather than strings. We show that tree acceptors and tree transducers subsume most of this work, and we discuss algorithms for realizing the same benefits found in probabilistic string transduction.
Strings
Many natural language problems have been successfully attacked with finite-state machines. It has been possible to break down very complex problems, both conceptually and literally, into cascades of simpler probabilistic finite-state transducers (FSTs). These transducers are bidirectional, and they can be trained on sample input/output string data. By adding a probabilistic finite-state acceptor (FSAs) language model to one end of the cascade, we can implement probabilistic noisy-channel models. 1 Figure 1 shows a cascade of FSAs and FSTs for the problem of transliterating names and technical terms across languages with different sounds and writing systems [1] .
The finite-state framework is popular because it offers powerful, generic operations for statistical reasoning and learning. There are standard algorithms for:
-intersection of FSAs -forward application of strings and FSAs through FSTs -backward application of strings and FSAs through FSTs -composition of FSTs -k-best path extraction -supervised and unsupervised training of FST transition probabilities from data Even better, these generic operations are already implemented and packaged in research software toolkits such as AT&T's FSM toolkit [2] , Xerox's finite-state calculus [3, 4] , van Noord's FSA Utilities [5] , the RWTH toolkit [6] , and USC/ISI's Carmel [7] . [1] . At the bottom is an optically-scanned Japanese katakana string. The finite-state machines allow us to compute the most probable English translation (in this case, "Masters Tournament") by reasoning about how words and phonemes are transformed in the transliteration process. A syntax-based machine translation model [12] .
-natural language generation (e.g., [20, 21, 22] ) -question answering (e.g., [23] ), and -language modeling (e.g., [24] )
An example of such a tree-based model is shown in Figure 3 . Unlike in the previous figures, the probabilistic decisions here are sensitive to syntactic structure.
We have found that most of the current syntax-based NLP models can be neatly captured by probabilistic tree automata. Rounds [25] and Thatcher [26] independently introduced top-down tree transducers as a generalization of FSTs. Rounds was motivated by problems in natural language: "Recent developments in the theory of automata have pointed to an extension of the domain of definition of automata from strings to trees ... parts of mathematical linguistics can be formalized easily in a tree-automaton setting ... We investigate decision problems and closure properties ... results should clarify the nature of syntax-directed translations and transformational grammars." [25] Top-down tree transducers [25, 26] are often called R-transducers. (R stands for "Rootto-frontier"). An R-transducer walks down an input tree, transforming it and processing branches independently in parallel. It consists of a set of simple transformation productions ( Here, "recursively" means to take the subtree rooted at A's child and look for productions that might in turn match it. R productions are limited to left-hand sides that match only on <state, symbol> pairs, while the right-hand side may have any height. Productions are often written textually, e.g.:
q A(x0, x1, x2) B(D(q x1, r x0), r x1)
If probabilities are attached to individual productions, then the tree transducer becomes a probabilistic tree transducer. Figure 4 shows a probabilistic R-transducer based on a machine translation model similar to [12] . This model probabilistically reorders siblings (conditioned on the parent's and siblings' syntactic categories), inserts Japanese function words, and translates English words into Japanese, all in one top-down pass. It defines a conditional probability distribution P(J | E) over all English and Japanese tree pairs. Figure 5 shows an R-derivation from one English input tree (with start state q.s) to one possible Japanese output. Figure 6 shows the corresponding derivation tree, which is a record of the rules used in the derivation shown in Figure 4 . There are several things worth noting:
-Some rules (like Rule 4) may appear multiple times in the same derivation tree.
-Both the input and output trees can be recovered from the derivation tree, though this takes some work. -There are usually many derivation trees connecting the same input tree (in this case, English) with the same output tree (in this case, Japanese), i.e., multiple ways of "getting from here to there."
The fact that we can use tree transducers to capture tree-based models proposed in the natural language literature is significant, because extensive work goes into each of these models, for both training and decoding. These are one-off solutions that take a long time to build, and they are difficult to modify. By casting translation models as R-transducers, Graehl & Knight [27] discuss how to add productions for linguistic phenomena not captured well by previous syntax-based translation models, including nonconstituent phrase translation, lexicalized reordering, and long-distance wh-movement ( Figure 7 ). Having generic, implemented R operations would allow researchers to focus on modeling rather than coding and specialized algorithm development.
The purpose of this paper is to explore whether the benefits of finite-state string automata can be enjoyed when we work with trees-i. . An English (input) tree being transformed into a Japanese (output) tree by the tree transducer in the previous figure. Because the transducer is non-deterministic, many other output trees are also possible. Fig. 6 . A derivation tree, or record of transducer rules used to transform a particular input tree into a particular output tree. With careful work, the input and output trees can be recovered from the derivation tree. in Figures 1 and 2 ? We survey the extensive literature on tree automata from the focused viewpoint of large-scale statistical modeling/training/decoding for natural language.
In this paper, we give many examples of tree transducers and discuss their consequences, but we will not give formal mathematical definitions and proofs (e.g., "
¡ ¡ a tree transducer is a 7-tuple ¡ ¡ "). For readers wishing to dig further into the tree automata literature, we highly recommend the excellent surveys of Gécseg & Steinby [28] and Comon et al [29] .
Because tree-automata training is already discussed in [27, 30] , this paper concentrates on intersection, composition, forward and backward application, and search.
Intersection
In finite-state string systems, FSAs represent sets of (weighted) strings, such as English sentences. FSAs can capture only regular languages (which we refer to here as regular string languages (RSLs) to distinguish them from tree languages). Other ways to capture RSLs include regular grammars and regular expressions. The typical operation on FSAs in a noisy-channel cascade is the intersection of channel-produced candidate strings with an FSA language model. It is very convenient to use the same English language model across different applications that need to map input into English (e.g., translation).
When working with trees, an analog of the RSL is the regular tree language, which is a (possibly infinite) set of trees. A probabilistic RTL assigns a P(tree) to every tree. An RTL is usually specified by a regular tree grammar (RTG), an example of which is shown in Figure 8 . Alternatively, there exists an RTL recognition device [31] crawls over an input, R-style, to accept or reject it. This device is the analog of an FSA. In contrast with FSAs, non-deterministic top-down RTL recognizers are strictly more powerful than deterministic ones. There exists a standard hierarchy of tree language classes, summarized in Figure 9 . Some sets of trees are not RTL. An example is shown in Figure 10 -left and right subtrees are always of equal depth, but there is no way to guarantee this for arbitrary depth, as a regular tree grammar must produce the subtrees independently.
The connection between string and tree languages ( Figure 9 ) was observed by Rounds [25] -if we collect the leaf sequences (yields) of the trees in an RTL, we are guaranteed to get a string set that is a context-free language (CFL). Moreover, every CFL is the yield language of some RTL, and the derivation trees of a CFG form an RTL. However, an RTL might not be the set of derivation trees from any CFG (unless re-labeling is done).
The tree language in Figure 10 is not RTL, but it is a context-free tree language (CFTL). CFTG allows the left-hand side of a production to have variables-the CFTG for Figure 10 is:
The yield language of this non-RTL is {b How do the properties of tree languages stack up against string languages? Figure 11 summarizes. The good news is that RTLs have all of the good properties of RSLs. In particular, RTLs are closed under intersection, so there exists an algorithm to intersect two RTGs, which allows probabilistic RTG language models to be intersected with possibly infinite sets of candidate trees coming through the noisy channel. RTGs are therefore a suitable substitute for FSAs in such probabilistic cascades.
It is also interesting to look at how RTGs can capture probabilistic syntax models proposed in the natural language literature. RTGs easily implement probabilistic CFG (PCFG) models initially proposed for tasks like natural language parsing 2 and language modeling. 3 These models include parameters like P(NP PRO ¦ N P). However, PCFG models do not perform very well on parsing tasks. One useful extension is that of Johnson [33] , which further conditions a node's expansion on the node's parent, e.g., P(NP PRO ¦ N P, parent=S). This captures phenomena such as pronouns appearing in subject position more frequently than in object position, and it leads to better performance. Normally, Johnson's extension is implemented as a straight PCFG with new node types, e.g., P(NP § PRO© 
}
Here we can contrast the 0.3 value (pronouns in subject position) with the 0.05 value (pronouns in object position). A drawback to the above model is that the decision to generate "he" or "him" is not conditioned on the subject/object position in the sentence. This can also be addressed in an RTG-the more context is useful, the more states can be introduced.
High-performing models of parsing and language modeling [34, 24] are actually lexicalized, with probabilistic dependencies between head words and their modifiers, e.g., P(S=sang NP=boy VP=sang ¦ S =sang). Because they are trained on sparse data, these models include extensive backoff schemes. RTGs can implement lexicalized models with further use of states, though it is open whether good backoff schemes can be encoded by compact RTGs.
Another interesting feature of high-performing syntax models is that they use a markov grammar rather than a finite list of rewrite rules. This allows them to recognize or build an infinite number of parent/children combinations, e.g., S NP VP PP . Formal machinery for this was introduced by Thatcher [35] , in his extended contextfree grammars (ECFG). ECFGs allow regular expressions on the right-hand side of productions, and they maintain good properties of CFGs. Any string set represented by an ECFG can also be captured by a CFG, though (of course) the derivation tree set may not be captured.
While standard PCFG grammars are parameterized like this
markov grammars [34, 24] are parameterized somewhat like this:
We can capture this exactly by replacing the right-hand side of each ECFG production with a probabilistic FSA, with transitions weighted by the parameter values above, resulting in a probabilistic ECFG. The extended CFG notion can then be carried over to make an extended probabilistic RTG, which is a good starting point for capturing state-of-the-art syntax models.
Tree Transducer Hierarchy
Before turning to tree transducer composition, we first cover the rich class hierarchy of tree transducers. Some of these classes are shown in Figure 12 . (This figure was synthesized from many sources in the tree automata literature). Standard acronyms are made of these letters:
-R: Top-down transducer, introduced before.
-F: Bottom-up transducer ("Frontier-to-root"), with similar rules, but transforming the leaves of the input tree first, and working its way up. -L: Linear transducer, which prohibits copying subtrees. Rule 4 in Figure 4 is example of a copying production, so this whole transducer is R but not RL. -N: Non-deleting transducer, which requires that every left-hand-side variable also appear on the right-hand side. A deleting R-transducer can simply delete a subtree (without inspecting it). The transducer in Figure 4 is the deleting kind, because of rules 34-39. It would also be deleting if it included a rule for dropping English determiners, e.g., q NP(x0, x1) q x1. -D: Deterministic transducer, with a maximum of one production per <state, symbol> pair. -T: Total transducer, with a minimum of one production per <state, symbol> pair.
-PDTT: Push-down tree transducer, the transducer analog of CFTG [36] .
-subscript : Regular-lookahead transducer, which can check to see if an input subtree is tree-regular, i.e., whether it belongs to a specified RTL. Productions only fire when their lookahead conditions are met.
We also introduce the prefix x for transducers with extended left-hand-side productions 4 that can look finitely deeply into the input, performing tests or grabbing deeper material. xR-transducers are easier to write; for example, we can have a production like q S x0:PRO VP x1:VB x2:NP S q x1 q x0 q x2
which moves a subject pronoun in between the verb and direct object, as happens in machine translation between certain language pairs. qnp x1 Figure 13 shows how the transformation is carried out. This kind of rule programming is cumbersome, however, and the single xR production above is preferred.
Because of their good fit with natural language applications, extended left-handside productions were briefly touched on already in Section 4 of Rounds' paper [25] , though not defined. xR cannot quite be simulated by R, because xR has the power to check the root label of a subtree before deleting that subtree, e.g.: q NP x0:DET x1:N x1 Figure 12 shows that R and F are incomparable. R can delete subtrees without looking at them, while F cannot. F can non-deterministically modify a tree bottom-up, then copy the result, while R has to make the copies first, before modifying them. Since they are modified independently and in parallel, R cannot guarantee that copies are modified in the same way.
We can also see that non-copying RL and FL transducers have reduced power. Prohibiting both deletion and copying removes the differences between R and F, so that RLN = FLN. Regular lookahead adds power to R [37] .
The string-processing FST appears in Figure 12 at the lower right. If we write strings vertically instead of horizontally, then the FST is just an RLN transducer with its lefthand-side productions limited to one child each. Standard FSTs are non-deleting. FSTs can also have transitions with both epsilon input and epsilon output. We show the tree analog of this in Rule 3 of Figure 4 ; we note that proofs in the tree automata literature do not generally work through epsilon cases.
Composition
Now we turn to composition. For the string case, FSTs are closed under composition, which means that a long FST cascade can always be composed offline into a single FST before use.
By contrast, R is not closed under composition, as demonstrated by Rounds [25] . The proof is as follows. We set up one R-transducer to non-deterministically modify a monadic (non-branching) input tree composed of some number of a's followed by a b; this transducer changes some of the a's to c's and other a's to d's: Each of these two transformations is R, but no single R-transducer can do both jobs at once, i.e., non-deterministically modify the input and make a copy of the result. The copy has to be made first, in which case both copies would be processed independently and the branches would diverge. The fact that R is not closed under composition is denoted in Figure 12 by the fact that R (the class of transformations that can be captured with a sequence of two R-transducers) properly contains R. RL is also not closed under composition [38] . To show this, we set up one RL transducer to pass along its input tree untouched, but only in case the right branch passes a certain test (otherwise it rejects the whole input): No transducer can do both jobs at once, because no R or RL transducer can check a subtree first, then delete it. Better news is that RLN (= FLN) is closed under composition, and it is a natural class for many of the probabilistic tree transformations we find in the natural language literature. If we are fond of deleting, then FL is also closed under composition. RTD is also closed, though total deterministic transformations are not of much use in statistical modeling. There are also various other useful compositions and decompositions [38] , such as the fact that RL composed with RLN is always RL. These decompositions can help us analyze transducer cascades with mixed transducer types.
We note in passing that none of the tree transducers are closed under intersection, but string FSTs fare no better in this regard ( Figure 14) . We also note that all the listed transducers are as efficiently trainable as FSTs, given sample tree pairs [27] .
Forward and Backward Application
Next we turn to transducer application, e.g., what happens if we send an input tree through an R-transducer? What form will the output take?
First, the string case: if we feed an input FSA to an FST, the output (image) is always an FSA. Likewise, if we present an observed output FSA, we can ask the FST what inputs might have produced any of those strings (inverse image), and this is also always an FSA. In practice, the situation is even simpler-we turn input FSAs into identity FSTs, then use FST composition in place of application.
For trees, we can also create an identity tree transducer out of any RTG, but general composition may not be possible, as described in the previous section. However, straight application is a different story-known results are summarized in the remainder of Figure 14 .
The bad news is that R does not preserve regularity. If we supply this transducer with an input RTL consisting of all the monadic trees a b, then we get the non-RTL output tree set shown back in Figure 10 . The same holds for F. In fact, the situation is worse for F, because even a single input tree can produce non-RTL output.
The good news is that sending a single tree (or by extension a finite RTL) through R guarantees RTL output. Moreover, the inverse image of an RTL through any of R, RL, RLN, F, or FL is still RTL. This is relevant to our noisy-channel cascade, in which the observed tree is passed backwards through the transducer cascade until it reaches the language model. This will work even for a cascade of R-transducers, despite the fact that it is not possible to compose those transducers off-line in the general case.
Getting a correct inverse image is tricky when the transducer is a deleting one (e.g., R or RL). A fully-connected RTL, capable of generating any tree in the language, must be inserted at every delete-point going backwards. 5 Copying also complicates inverse imaging, but it can be handled with RTL intersection. Fig. 15 . Properties of tree-to-string transducers. These properties derive from the imaging behaviors of R, RL, and RLN, respectively.
7 Tree-to-String Transducers Figure 15 shows properties of tree-to-string transducers, denoted with suffix s. Treeto-string transducers were introduced by Aho and Ullman [40] for compilers. Several recent machine translation models are also tree-to-string [12, 30] . We can easily turn the R-transducer in Figure 4 into an Rs-transducer by removing the internal structure on the right-hand-sides of productions, yielding a commaseparated list of leaves. The sample input English tree of Figure 5 would then probabilistically transduce into a flat Japanese string, e.g.:
kare , wa , ongaku , o , kiku , no , ga , daisuki , desu
In contrast with R, the empty string is allowed in the right-hand side of Rs productions. The inverse image of a string through Rs is guaranteed to be an RTL, as is the inverse image of a whole FSA. This result is similar to results that permit parsing of lattices by CFGs [41] . This means we can put an Rs transducer at the end of a tree transducer cascade, accepting observed inputs in string form (as we usually observe natural language inputs). Or if we have noisy input, as from speech or optical character recognition, then we can accept a whole FSA.
We may also want to use tree-to-string transducers in the forward direction, perhaps passing the result onto a string-based language model. In this case, we note that if the input to an RLs-transducer is an RTL, then the output is guaranteed to be a CFL. However, if we use an Rs-transducer, then the output may be non-CFL, as in the noncontext-free yield language of the tree set in Figure 10 .
Search
To solve problems with string automata, we often send an observed string backwards through a noisy-channel cascade of FSTs and FSAs-this ultimately transforms the string into a probabilistic FSA which encodes and ranks all possible "answer strings." We can then extract the best answer from this FSA with Dijkstra's algorithm [42] , and we can extract the k-best paths with the fast algorithm of Eppstein [43] , as is done in Carmel [7] . Mohri and Riley [44] also describe how to extract the k-best distinct strings from a weighted automaton.
The situation is similar with tree transducers. Once we manage to send our observed tree (or string, in the case of Rs) back through a noisy-channel cascade of transducers/acceptors, we wind up with a probabilistic RTG of answer trees. We next want to extract the best trees from that RTG. In general, this RTG may represent an infinite number of trees; related problems have been studied for finite forests in [45, 46] .
Knuth [47] has considered how to extract the highest-probability derivation tree from a probabilistic CFG (what he calls the grammar problem). 6 Here, we adapt his algorithm for RTG extraction. Knuth gives an explicit quadratic algorithm and points to an improvement using priority queues, which we work out in Algorithm 1. This is a generalization of Dijkstra's algorithm, greedily finalizing the cost of one RTG nonterminal at a time and remembering the lowest-cost production used to expand it. Each production potentially reduces the cost of its left-hand-side exactly once, when the last nonterminal in its right-hand-side is finalized.
To extract the k-best trees, it is useful to view RTG extraction as a hypergraph shortest path problem [48, 49] . It appears that no very efficient k-best hyperpath algorithms exist yet.
Conclusion
We have investigated whether the benefits of finite-state string automata (elegant, generic operations in support of probabilistic reasoning for natural language processing) can be carried over into modeling with trees. We have distilled relevant theory and algorithms from the extensive literature on tree automata, and our conclusion is positive.
Many open problems now exist in finding efficient algorithms to support what is theoretically possible, and in implementing these algorithms in software toolkits. Here we list some of the problems of interest: 
